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ABSTRACT
Estimating building forms from LIDAR data has usually been done by attempting to fit standardized building types
to the residual data points after an estimated bare earth terrain surface has been removed. We propose an approach
based on segmenting the raw data into high and low regions, and then modelling the walls and roofs by extruding
the triangulated terrain surface (TIN) using CAD-type Euler operators. The segmentation may be done by the
addition of building boundary data to the TIN so as to force triangle edges to match the boundaries, and then
using Euler operators to extrude the building, producing vertical walls rather than the more usual sloping walls
formed from TIN models alone. If boundary data is not available then an automated segmentation method based
on adaptive Voronoi cells may be used, so that each cell contains either high or low LIDAR data, but not both. This
prismatic model, with flat-topped cells, approximates the building forms without hypothesizing specific building
types. Once the segmentation is achieved, and the walls constructed, we attempt to model the roofs by calculating
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the vector normals of the TIN sections within the building boundaries. The
smallest eigenvalue gives a predicted roof orientation, and the resulting roof profile is then modelled.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND PRE-
VIOUS WORK
LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data is widely
used to construct 3D terrain models to provide real-
istic impressions of the urban environment and mod-
els of the buildings. The latest airborne laser scan-
ning technology allows the capture of very dense 3D
point clouds from the terrain and surface features.
The most common method is to remove all the build-
ings, trees and terrain objects and generate a bare-earth
model [Vos03]. Building boundaries are obtained and
estimated building forms are reconstructed by CAD
software and pasted on top of the bare-earth model.
This approach is sufficient for visualization, but inad-
equate if the resulting model is to be used for analysis:
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flood, simulation, trafficability, etc. We therefore wish
to integrate our buildings with the terrain surface. A
second concern is the source of building outlines: if
they are not available from map data they must be ex-
tracted from the LIDAR data itself. This is usually im-
precise. Suveg and Vosselman [SV04] give an exten-
sive survey of building modelling, but based on pho-
togrammetric data.
Thus, in section 2, we use a traditional method to fil-
ter all the terrain objects, generate a bare-earth model
and put Ordnance Survey Landline data as the build-
ing outlines on the terrain surface. Where map data is
not available, building outlines must be extracted di-
rectly. Image analysis techniques may be used to iden-
tify linear features, but these are difficult to connect
to form complete buildings. We describe a new alter-
native region-based approach where Voronoi cells are
adjusted to contain either “building” or “non-building”
LIDAR data points.
Section 3 describes how topologically integrated build-
ings may be extruded from the landscape, based Euler
operators. This permits interactive editing of the 3D
model [TG01].
Having constructed the basic flat-roofed building, Sec-
tion 4 describes a method of reconstructing the roof
shape from the interior LIDAR data. These points
are first triangulated, and the triangle orientations pre-
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served. Unlike Hofmann, Maas and Streilein [HMS03],
who used slope, azimuth and a distance measure, we
project the vector normals of the triangles onto the unit
hemisphere, simplifying our clustering algorithms and
allowing estimation of the roof axis, if present.
2 Methodologies for Building Re-
construction Using LIDAR data
We mentioned two segmentation methods which are:
• Landline Tracing
• Voronoi City Modelling
2.1 Landline Tracing
We use Ordnance Survey (OS) Landline, original and
filtered LIDAR data points to create the urban model.
In this paper we use the University of Glamorgan cam-
pus as an example. The original and filtered data were
captured by Infoterra in March 2003. A filtering algo-
rithm is used to remove all terrain objects, for example,
buildings, trees and cars. Morphologic filtering is one
of the most common algorithms used to create a bare-
earth model, for example slope based filtering [Vos03]
and modified slope based filtering [Rog02].
Several steps are used to reconstruct buildings using
Landline Tracing. They are:
• Create a TIN model with the filtered LIDAR
data
• Add Landline data to the terrain surface using
our line tracing algorithm
• Use our point-location algorithm to find out the
LIDAR data points for each building and calcu-
late the average heights (z-value) of each build-
ing
• Extrude the building using CAD-type Euler Op-
erators. The details will be shown in the next
section
There are several steps in the line-tracing algorithm:
1. Insert two points on the terrain surface (Points
A and B in figures 1)
2. Check if any previous triangle edge connects
these two points
• Stop if this is true, or
• Insert a point half way between these two
points if no edge connects them.
Figure 1: Connects points A and B by adding several
(square shaped) points in between
3. Repeat step 2 for each half of the line recursively
until points A and B are connected by triangle
edges.
We add points on the surface and estimate the height
of the points by using the surface interpolation method
of [DG02].
We use the point-location algorithm to find the LIDAR
data points which are inside the building boundary and
to find the average height of each building.
The steps of the point-location algorithm are:
1. Delete all points inside the building boundary
2. Order the vertices of the building boundary in
anti-clockwise order
3. Load the LIDAR data point from the file
4. Walk through to locate the triangle which con-
tains the LIDAR data point
5. Check if the order of the vertices are anticlock-
wise
• Store the point in a list for further calcula-
tion if it is true (point A in figure 2), or
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Figure 2: The order of the vertices is anticlockwise
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Figure 3: The order of the vertices is clockwise 4-5-7
• Do nothing and go to another point if it is
not anti-clockwise (point B in figure 3)
6. Calculate the average height in each list for the
building height
7. Repeat from step 3 until all the points are
searched
We have added the building boundary to the terrain
surface. We will show how to use the Euler Oper-
ators to extrude buildings in the next section. Fig-
ure 4 shows the building boundaries (top) and the ex-
truded buildings (bottom) of the University of Glam-
organ campus.
2.2 Voronoi City Modelling
Automatic extraction of building boundaries based on
edge detection is difficult. Here we superimpose a
coarse layer of random Voronoi cells on the LIDAR
data and adjust their positions so that each cell is en-
tirely “inside” or “outside” a building. A subset of the
cell boundaries then forms the building boundary.
The steps used in Voronoi City Modelling are:
1. Sample the raw LIDAR data to get a lower den-
sity of data point and create a Voronoi diagram
Figure 4: Building boundaries (top) and the extruded
buildings (bottom) of the University of Glamorgan
campus
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Figure 5: The original (top) and iterated Voronoi Cells
in 2D view
from the sampled data points.
2. For each Voronoi cell:
3. Compare the Voronoi cell with its neighbours,
and calculate the within-cells and between-cells
variance of the underlying LIDAR points. Cal-
culate the F-ratio (“between” / “within”).
4. Move the cell and leave it in its new location if
the F-ratio increased due to the move.
5. Repeat 2 to 4 until all cells are processed.
6. Iterate steps 1 to 5 until the best building shapes
show in the 3D view.
Figures 5 shows the original Voronoi Cells (top) and
those after a few iterations (bottom) in a 2D view. Fig-
ure 6 shows the 3D view where the building outlines
have more or less formed.
Figure 6: The original and iterated Voronoi Cells in
3D view
3 Building Extrusion Using Euler
Operators
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and VRML are
the two common methods for modelling and rendering
buildings on the terrain. [Bre99] and [SV04] used CSG
to generate a complex building with the Boolean oper-
ations of union, intersection and differences. [RB03]
used VRML to display the generated buildings. How-
ever topological relationships are not kept during the
construction. All the buildings are superimposed on
the terrain surface without actually connecting to it. If
the topological connectivity is preserved, more kinds
of spatial analysis can be performed.
We start by creating a 2.5D TIN model and used Euler
Operators to extend the model. Using Euler Operators
to extrude a building has four stages [TG01]:
1. The Basic Quad-Edge data structure (with only
two topological operators) [GS85].
2. The implementation of Euler Operators using
the Quad-Edge data structure.
3. The implementation of triangulation models us-
ing Euler Operators.
4. Interactive building modification using additional
Euler Operators.
3.1 The Basic Quad-Edge Data Structure
We used the Quad-Edge data structure as the basis of
our model. More particularly, the Quad-Edge struc-
ture was used to implement a set of Euler Opera-
tors sufficient for the maintenance of surface trian-
gulations. The Quad-Edge data structure fulfills a
sufficient adjacency topology representation according
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Figure 7: Make Edge creates a new independent edge
Figure 8: Splice and its own inverse, either splits a face
or merges two faces
to Weiler [Wei88]. “Make-Edge” and “Splice” (fig-
ures 7 and 8 ) are the two simple operations on the
Quad-Edge structure, which is formed from four con-
nected “Quads” objects, using the simple implementa-
tion of [Gol98].
3.2 Implementation of Euler Operators
Using the Quad-Edge Data Structure
Five spanning Euler Operators (plus the Euler-Poincare´
formula) suffice to specify the number of elements
in any boundary representation model [BHS78]. In
TINs there are no loops (holes in individual faces),
so these will not be considered. Thus four span-
ning Euler Operators suffice for TINs with tunnels
or bridges. We use “Make Edge Vertex Vertex Face
Shell” (MEVVFS) to create an initial shell, and its in-
verse “Kill Edge Vertex Vertex Face Shell” (KEVVFS)
removes it. Figure 9 shows the operator MEVVFS and
its inverse.
Figure 9: MEVVFS and its inverse KEVVFS
Figure 10: MEF and its inverse KEF
Figure 11: SEMV and its inverse JEKV
In figure 10, “Make Edge Face” (MEF) and its inverse
“Kill Edge Face” (KEF) creates and kills an edge and
a face. “Split Edge Make Vertex” (SEMV) splits an
edge and creates a vertex, and its inverse is “Join Edge
Kill Vertex” (JEKV) which show in figure 11
3.3 Implementation of the TIN Model
Using Euler Operators
In the TIN model we have three main functions, which
are:
• Create the first triangle
• Insert or its inverse delete a point
• Flip an edge
We use MEVVFS, MEF and SEMV to create the first
triangle from an empty model in figure 12. The first
triangle should be big enough to contain all the data
points. JEKV, KEF and KEVVFS are used to kill the
first triangle.
Figure 13 shows inserting and its inverse, deleting, a
new point which adds three edges and two faces. MEF
Figure 12: First Triangle should be big enough to con-
tain all data points
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Figure 13: Insert and its inverse delete a point
Figure 14: Flip22
creates an edge N4. SEMV splits an edge N4. In the
last step MEF creates a new edge N6. We use KEV
and JEKV to delete a point. To delete a point, we use
MEF to kill an edge and face. Then we use JEKV to
join two edges and kill a vertex. We use KEF to kill
edge N4 and its associated face.
Flip22 (in figure 14) is a procedure for flipping an edge
between two triangles in a TIN. For the Delaunay Tri-
angulation, we use the “in-circle” test to test the trian-
gle, and use the flip22 operator to change edges. The
Delaunay Triangulation is based on the empty circum-
circle criterion [GS85].
3.4 Building Extrusion Using Euler Op-
erators
We used one more Euler Operator to simplify the pro-
cedure. “Make Zero-Length Edge Vertex” (MZEV)
and its inverse “Kill Zero-Length Edge Vertex” (KZEV)
is used to create and kill a zero length edge and a ver-
tex (figure 15). MZEV can be replaced by using MEF,
SEMV and KEF which simplify the whole procedure.
Figures 16 and 17 show extruding a four triangles
building from the terrain. We can do more interactive
modelling by creating tunnels and bridges from figures
18 and 21
Figure 15: MZEV and its inverse KZEV
Figure 16: Four triangles are selected to extrude a
building
Figure 17: The extruded building
Figure 18: Select two unconnected triangles to create
a tunnel
Figure 19: A tunnel is created
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Figure 20: Select two unconnected triangles to create
a bridge
Figure 21: A bridge is created
4 Modelling the Roof Structures
We get extruded buildings on the terrain, but they are
all flat-topped. We would like to find a way to model
the roof structures. Some can be complicated. Re-
searchers are still looking for a perfect solution for
roof reconstruction.
For a simple roof we calculate the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the vector normals of the triangles
which are located inside the building boundary. The
smallest eigenvalue gives the orientation of the roof
ridge and shows the shape of the roof. Figure 22 shows
a 2D view of the roof. The orientation of the smallest
eigenvalue gives a view of the roof shape shown in fig-
ure 23. For more complex roofs we can plot the vector
normals on the unit hemisphere, construct the Delau-
nay triangulation and then use the minimum spanning
tree to extract clusters of points. Each cluster repre-
sents one roof face orientation.
5 Conclusions
We have proposed methods for embedding building
models within the terrain model, in both the presence
and the absence of mapped building boundaries. We
have also suggested new roof modelling techniques
based on the clustering of triangle vector normal ori-
entations. While we are still refining these methods
Figure 22: A simple roof
Figure 23: Roof Shape
we believe they address several previously unresolved
issues in modelling buildings with LIDAR data.
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